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100 KW IS NEEDED IN 100 REACTOR LOCATIONS
By David Hinkson

There are at least 100 Nuclear Reactors in the United States, that all need to be protected from
"EMP" (Weapons) and/or "CME" (Solar Event). If a "CME" or an "EMP" weapon system were to destroy the
"North American Grid", all of these "Reactors" could start melting down; one after the other in succession.
Scientists have speculated on average, there is one destructive "CME" that hitting the earth every 60 years. For
example, there was a big event in 1879, called the Carrington Event, and then the next big event was in 1905,
and both of these events caused Telegraph Wires to melt off the Wooden Poles; and hundreds of miles of Rail
Road Tracks glowed bright red as the Track Tie's burst into flames. Here is the problem. "CME" energy creates
a huge amount of Direct Current Amps (D.C.), within any conducting material. As you probably know, you can not
mix D.C. with A.C; as the wires will all melt of the Telephone Poles and the Transformers will melt down into
puddles of molten Steel and Copper. This could be a problem for a country that is totally dependent on energy,
for its day to day survival.
Many Hosts on almost every talk show have been complaining for years, about this real threat. For example,
Mark Levin, Glen Beck, Shawn Hannity, Clyde Lewis (Ground Zero), John Wells, and even George Noory (Coast
to Coast) have expressed concern over this pending, potential situation. Warnings have been vocalized and no
one is listening. Congress has met many times, but could never get enough votes, to get the amount of money
needed for just one fighter aircraft, to be spent on the Grid Protection.
I have learned that China, Russia and most other industrialized Nations, have spent the necessary money to
protect their Grid infrastructure; and the U.S. is now that only country that has provided this protection. Yet we
have President Trump patting himself on the back, as the economy seems to be getting better. I wonder just how
bad it will be for the American People if the Grid were to actually go down. Would other countries that are tired of
being bullied take the time to reach out and help, or maybe they will just kick the dog while it is down. Maybe
Russia is just waiting for this chance?
I have seen the Swastika in the GE symbol. You say they are good people, will maybe they are. You say; "GE"
made these Reactors redundant, so that they will shut off automatically if there is ever a problem, and I would
say: "yes, this is true, but even if a Nuclear Reactor has automatically shut itself down, for safety reasons, it must
still be kept continuously cool for at least six months or longer, or it will still melt down and throw it toxic radiation
in all directions." GE has lied about the safety of there technology. Just because you shut a Reactor down, does
not mean that the Nuclear Fire instantly shuts down, as the current concept is called Idling down. This means
that the Rods are only pulled out part way, and not all the way. This is a real flaw and effects National Security.
To really shut a Nuclear Reactor down, you need to remove the Fuel rods all the way out of the chamber, and this
procedure can not be done while you are operating in the stand by emergency mode.
Therefore, if all 100 Nuclear Reactors were to melt down, and start polluting the environment, the "North
American Land Mass", as you know it, would not be inhabitable, for at least 10,000 years. I think this scenario
would mean, that the United States as a "Dictatorship," will have no one left to dictate. This could mean that
President Trump, will go down in history as the last president of the "United States"; and on his watch the
president totally dropped the ball, when he still had a chance to do the right thing and protect the GRID, and the
American People. Just getting the economy working when Rome is Burning, in the long run, was not the
smartest thing to have done. You can quote me!
President Trump needs to address the fact that many Doctors and Scientists who had a lot to offer this country,
are now languishing in his U.S. Dungeons (they are his now - and this make him responsible in history). I have
now written many letters to President Obama and now President Trump, about my concern to protect the North
American Grid.
Case in point, there are over 100 Nuclear Reactors on the Japanese Island. The reason that Japan has so
many Reactors is, that they do a lot of manufacturing; i.e., manufacturing using "Steel" products require a lot of
KW's.
All of these Nuclear Reactors in Japan were designed to automatically shut down if any type of problem arose,
so everybody just assumed that they were safe, but what they did not figure on, was the fact that all of the
"Reactors" would shut down together, along with the entire "Grid System," if there was any type of major event.
The major that happened, was the Earthquake.
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"Reactors" would shut down together, along with the entire "Grid System," if there was any type of major event.
The major that happened, was the Earthquake. This Earthquake was rated at "9.9" on the Rector Scale", and
this caused every single "Reactor" to shut partially shut down; by partially withdrawing the "Nuclear Fuel Rods";
and now there was no "Reactors" on line anywhere, and the "Japanese Grid," was down for the count; and all of
the backup Generators (A.C.) kicked in, to provide electricity to power the cooling pumps, that were now keeping
all of the "Reactors" from overheating. But now came the tsunami that flooded the Power Station Buildings, and
the first thing that happened, is that the "Fuel Tanks," that were providing the Diesel Fuel to the "Backup
Generators", floated out to sea; and the Generators were swamped with Sea Water. The two "Reactors", slowly
started overheating, and the desperate Japanese started using helicopters, to try to cool these "Reactors" down.
At this time there was no stopping the complete meltdown of these two "Reactors". Even now many years later
this territory is polluted and deadly and the reaction is still on going.
So, as you can see, if an "EMP" or "CME" were to hit the United States, the entire Grid could cease to exist, for
up to 10 years; and this in part, will be caused, because of the labor and material costs of reconstruction; and
because there are not extra backup Transformers in stock, anywhere in the world; and "China" is now the only
country in the world that is currently is manufacturing these huge Step Up and/or Step Down Transformers.
Hopefully the "Green Conservancy", will be set up soon to be able to actually manufacture "Transformer" of all
sizes right here in the U.S.
Now, once the "Grid" fails, hopefully the backup "Generators" will all kick in to keep the "Reactors" cool for six
full months; but most of these "Nuclear Power Plants", only have enough fuel on location to last for about 30
days; and as the "Electrical Grid Power" remains off, and there is total ongoing Anarchy, it could become an
ongoing quest or even a contest to find enough fuel to keep all of these Generators from running amuck in the
confusion. Therefore, one of the biggest problems, might actually be the Kayos that is caused by a complete
"Civil Society" melt down; and this economic meltdown, in part could be attributed to the fact that, every single
"Oil Well" that is now pumping crude, and all of the pumps that are in the Underground Fuel Storage Tanks, all
depend on Power form the "North American Grid". People would now be hoarding Fuel and the entire National
Fuel Supply could run out, in just a few short weeks, even if there was no ongoing Kayos. Then, of course there
might not be any water for irritation, or for the Cities, as all of the pumps, will stop pumping water. There also will
be not Refrigeration or Freezers working, so food stuff that is left in storage, would start decomposing. Now, all of
the ATM Machines and Computers that were used to to keep track of every bodies money, will stop working, and
this will further cause "Economic Armageddon", that is spreading far and wide. Whole territories like in Mexico
that have protected their infrastructure, will disconnect from the collapsing United States section of the Grid, to
protect their personal infrastructure. Then as the other countries do not have the same problem, they are now in
a position to move in and take back some of their lost territory.
Therefore, the people of the United States, will find themselves desperate to secure food, water, money and
any cool place to hide. Las Vegas would become a hell hole, as the sweltering heat cooks everybody, an the
Casino's will not even have a pretend money supply, to use for the purposes of gaming.
As you can see, it is imperative that we harden and protect our National Grid as fast as possible, as our very
survival as a nation could depends on it.
So what I propose, is that we manufacture 100 GALT Transformers and the accompanying backup equipment,
to at least make sure that every Nuclear Reactor can indefinitely keep pumping the water, that keeps the
Reactors from melting down. Then we need to wind them down and dismantle them as their concepts and
technology is based on old and dirty ancient technology that needs to be shelved forever.
As you can see, this would be an excelling Crowd Funding Program, as it would move us towards the goal that
we already have and that is to start producing a series of Medium Sized GALT's that can be kept in inventory.
Now after we have finished build the first 100 GALT units, the next ones can be installed as we move forward.
One hundred years from now, I could be remembered as the Scientist who offered to save the United States
who was ignored by President Trump, and I will be remember as the Scientist who brought forth Mr. Tesla's
missing concepts; and this means my name will be remembered for my great ideas and work. President Trump
could be remember as the President who under his watch let the United States be destroyed, because everybody
knew that a CME event was already 30 years overdue when he took office. But how do you reach a person like
President Trump, when he believes the endless lies that are feed him daily by the out of control political machine?
You would think after all of the attacks that have been carried out on President Trump that he would have come to
the conclusion that Federal Agents Lie When Their Lips Move.
I was totally disappointed in the fact that he appointed Jeff Sessions. My case was the perfect poster child
case, of just how evil and rotten the U.S. BOP truly is. This is why I wrote Mr. Sessions and Mr. Trump five times
in the past, no response back.
Case in point is the new theory of their case. I must have snuck back into the U.S. from Russia, forged my
passport with official stamping, from four major countries, and then, snuck into the VA Hospital, to whisper into
the ear Mr. Swisher, who was in a Coma, will you kill for me. Now if he moved his eyes that would mean yes, I
guess. Then knowing that he was Rambo, I hired him to kill three federal officials, as they had offending me. I
would have known that my hit man was
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would have known that my hit man was wearing diapers, on kidney dialysis, could not even drive a car, was
bound to his wheel chair, wearing a seat belt with his Bladder Bag hanging on the side. But, you know how it is
when you are a smart business man, making lot of money and out to hire hit men in the U.S., if they guy is able to
breath and can drag is Uren Bag along, he could still be a dangerous man.
What President Trump now needs to realize is that the BOP can truly indict a ham sandwich and that they can
make evidence to incarcerate, just the lips moving, of a sociopathic liar. What needs to be done is Congress
needs to fix the Rules Of Evidence. They need to pass some new laws that allow Prosecutors and Judges to be
prosecuted for real crimes like perjury and kidnapping.
President Trump, did not even notice that the Judges who canceled his Travel Ban, are the same Judges who
overturned my Direct Appeal win, with a new theory of the case, but of course they are honorable when attacking
just me. A bad Apple is a bad Apple.
I apologize for being a little bit Blunt, but I thought I had the right to now discover the cure for Aids and Malaria,
and when I found out that I was not welcome here, I left and helped the people who were at least receptive
towards me, and that was to go to Russia.
I used to think that I had the right of free speech, but I realize that there is no freedom, in what is left of this
despicable evil country, that is now known as the U.S. I have never been a citizen of it anymore that President
Trump, because you can not be a citizen of a corporation. I was born in the Republic of California, and just
knowing this got me labeled as a terrorist. Maybe it is gods plan to have the Grid go down and who am I to try to
save this country anyway.
Dave
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